The United Kingdom (UK) Climate Policy: Lessons for Canada

Key messages

- Although Canada and the United Kingdom (UK) each constitute only approximately 2% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, there is a vast gap between the level of action and commitment in the UK when compared to Canada in terms of climate policy at the national level. The UK has an aggressive and comprehensive action plan to decarbonise its economy, whereas Canada’s Federal government is pursuing a sector-by-sector regulatory approach, with fragmented action between the Federal government and the provinces.

- The UK is a global leader on climate change with very ambitious and legally-binding emissions reduction targets, supported by highly developed policies, legislation and institutions. Canada on the other hand, withdrew from the Kyoto Protocol (Kyoto) and its overall GHG emissions are 17% higher than in 1990, although they have fallen since 2005. Nevertheless, Canada’s emissions do not appear to be on a fundamental downward trajectory and with existing policies, Canada is unlikely to meet its 2020 Copenhagen Accord target. On the other hand, the UK’s GHG emissions have fallen by 23% since 1990, which means that it has already met its Kyoto target of 12.5% below the base year.

---
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Canada and the UK have historical and constitutional ties, a common parliamentary system of government, political, ideological and intellectual heritage, and some shared cultural values, which provide an interesting basis for examining the two countries’ divergent national approaches to addressing climate change.

There are a number of lessons that Canada can draw from the UK, including the roles for a comprehensive long-term decarbonisation plan, an overarching legislative framework, legislated targets, a coordinating government department, and an independent advisory body that can provide independent advice on mitigation targets and pathways to achieving them.

The Issue

The UK’s approach to climate change is not just about reducing emissions. It endeavours to redesign the UK’s entire economy to be far less carbon-intensive than at present. In contrast, Canada has a comparatively weak level of commitment to international and national climate change action. In 2007, the Federal government committed to a market-based approach to climate change, which was not ultimately implemented. Its current approach is a command-and-control regulatory approach for a limited number of high-emitting sectors, which the government intends to rely on to meet its emissions target under the Copenhagen Accord (17% below 2005 levels by 2020). Though there is some significant action at the provincial and municipal levels, emissions trends in Canada vary by province (for example, between 1990–2010, British Columbia and Quebec’s emissions were relatively stable, while Saskatchewan and Alberta’s emissions grew by 69% and 41%, respectively) and subnational efforts at present are not sufficient to set overall Canadian greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions onto a downward trajectory.

This Brief explores the reasons for these two countries’ divergent climate change policy approaches, with a focus on national level action in Canada, and examines the lessons Canadian policy-makers can draw from their UK counterparts.

The Knowledge Base

This section briefly outlines the context for Canada and the UK in terms of geography and climate, political structure, economic structure, GHG emissions profile, their respective energy and resource sectors, and the political economy of climate change policy in each country. It then examines UK political action on climate change over the past 25 years.
Geography and Climate

The UK is a small, densely-populated island with a temperate climate, which is a stark contrast to Canada’s sprawling land mass, climate extremes, and low population density. The differences in climate, as well as other factors, result in vastly different energy needs and usage patterns, and consequently, carbon emissions, in each country. The UK faces increasing risks from floods, heat waves, coastal erosion and water scarcity arising from climate change. London could face significant (21–190cm, depending on the scenario) sea level rise. Although the UK has experienced some extensive flooding (e.g. 2007) and increased temperature variability, the population has not experienced a seminal climate event that would raise public consciousness about climate change. Climate change impacts are expected to be significant and costly for Canada, especially for its natural resource sectors, including forestry, tourism and agriculture. Nevertheless, short and medium-term climate change impacts are likely more significant for UK than Canadian population zones.

Political Structure

Although both states are parliamentary democracies under a constitutional monarchy, the United Kingdom is a unitary state, with a strong central government, whereas Canada is one of the world’s most decentralized federations. There is some increasing devolution to the constituent nations/countries of the UK (Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland), except for England, which has no devolved executive or legislature and retains its historic unitary structure. Unlike provinces in Canada, the three devolved national administrations have no constitutional basis for their existence and the Westminster (London) Parliament remains sovereign. The UK is also a member state of the European Union (EU), which has significant powers over environmental matters (including climate change), formalized in the Treaty of Lisbon.

In the UK, climate change is being managed at the state (UK) level through one lead agency: the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), which was created in 2008, although other departments, such as the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) continue to play major roles. In Canada, responsibility for climate change at the Federal level has been split between Natural Resources Canada and Environment Canada.

---
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since 2005. Energy and climate change is a shared responsibility with provinces in Canada and strong external pressures for regulatory harmonization come from the high level of economic integration with the United States.

**Economy**

The UK economy has undergone a structural shift away from manufacturing towards services. The UK is home to the world’s largest and most globalized financial center, with almost 20% of the global foreign equity traded in the City of London. London is also the carbon finance hub of the world with 95% of the European Union (EU) Emissions Trading System allowances also trading there.

In contrast to Canada’s export-oriented economy with strongly ties to the United States, the UK runs a trade deficit, with diversified export partners, including (in order of importance) the United States, Germany, France, Netherlands and Ireland. As a result of the structural shift in the economy, significant amounts of GHG emissions have been outsourced to developing countries which now produce the goods that the UK consumes.

Although Canada has also made a significant shift towards a service-based economy, the driving force of the economy has shifted to natural resource extraction with very strong growth in the oil and gas sector, most of which is exported.

**Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions**

In the UK, as in Canada, the energy and transportation sectors are responsible for a significant portion (35% and 21%, respectively) of the country’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, as shown in Figure 1. Canadian lifestyles are far more GHG-intensive than those in the UK. In 2008, Canadians emitted about 22 tonnes of greenhouse gases (GHGs) per capita, almost four times higher than per capita emissions in the UK (6.4 in 2009).
Figure 1: UK's GHG Emission by Source (UNFCC Coverage), Mt CO₂-e (2007)
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Figure 2: Canada's Emissions Breakdown, by Economic Sector (2010)
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The majority of the UK's GHG emission reductions to date occurred between 1990 and 1999, largely as a result of the privatization of the electricity industry (in the early 1990s) and the ‘dash for gas’ phenomenon where 9.5GW of new gas-fired capacity replaced coal-fired generation as a result of North-Sea oil and gas exploitation.20, 21

Resource/Energy Sector

The UK has significant, but declining, oil and gas reserves, though 60% of the country's energy needs are still met with domestic supply.22 The UK’s electricity grid remains quite carbon-intensive, with coal still accounting for a large share of generation (23%).23 Natural gas makes up the largest share (46.5%), followed by (after coal) nuclear (19%) and renewables (9%).24 In addition to the challenge of decarbonising the energy sector, the UK is also facing a looming investment gap of up to £110 billion by 2020, as a quarter of its generation capacity nearing its end of life, which presents the opportunity to upgrade or replace this infrastructure.25 There are also concerns about the security of energy supply, as the country’s declining domestic supply of oil and gas requires higher imports.

Canada, on the other hand, generates 75% of its electricity from low-carbon sources, and is a leading producer of natural gas and unconventional oil.26 Production in the growing oil sands industry is expected to double by 2020 to more than 1.8 million barrels a day.27 The Canadian electricity sector will require almost $300 billion in investment by 2030.28

Political Economy

In the UK, there is a cross-party political consensus that climate change is a very pressing issue that requires action. In addition, many in the private sector are also supportive of GHG mitigation and adaptation measures. The leading business lobby in the UK, the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), currently supports an economy-wide price on
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carbon and is framing climate change as an opportunity for UK companies. As a member of the EU, the UK also faces pressure from supra-national EU institutions to meet the EU’s ambitious climate change targets.

In Canada, there is a political consensus that climate change is an important issue, but no political party in government has yet taken the steps to make significant progress in reducing emissions, at least as measured by the metric of meeting the country’s international commitments. A recent survey of corporate Canada suggests that there is broad support for a carbon price.

Civil Society

The UK private and environmental non-governmental organization (ENGO) sectors have demonstrated leadership on climate change, and in some cases have collaborated to drive policy. For example, the Carbon Disclosure Project, established in London, is a non-profit organization that aims to put corporate climate change and water information at the heart of business, investment and policy decisions. The Climate Group, headquartered in London, brings together a coalition of the world’s most powerful governments, brands and public figures across Asia, Europe and North America to address climate change through initiatives such as the Voluntary Carbon Standard, and the Clean Revolution campaign. At the municipal level, the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (C40), a network of large and engaged cities from around the world committed to local climate action, was created by the Mayor of London. Over 75 financial services firms representing approximately €7.5 trillion in assets collaborate on climate change issues through the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), based in London. This civil society dynamism has created unusual coalitions of ENGOs and financiers that have helped drive public policy, as has been well documented in the institutionalization of European carbon markets.

Timeline: Government Action on Climate Change in the UK: 1979 to Present

The UK government has a sophisticated plan with supporting legislation and institutions for addressing climate change. The focus of this section will be on trends and key UK transition periods in becoming a global leader in GHG mitigation and adaptation.

---

Margaret Thatcher, the British Prime Minister from 1979–1990, made some large strides towards legitimizing climate change as a political issue, beginning in the late 1980's. In 1989, she made a major speech before the United Nations General Assembly in New York, outlining the climate change threat. In the UK, she also made a major speech on climate change to the Royal Society in 1988, and is credited with raising the issue's prominence with the public and the media. She also founded the Hadley Centre at the UK Met office, which is the UK's centre for expertise in climate modelling, and considered to be a global leader in climate science.

Under John Major (1990–1997), the UK privatized its electricity industry, which incentivized the "dash for gas", which allowed the UK to set a more ambitious emissions reduction target. During this period, the UK also played a central role in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change negotiations. Tony Blair (1997–2007) played a decisive role in the world first legally binding emissions reduction treaty, Kyoto, in his first year of office. In 2005, he used the UK's presidency of the EU and the G8 to boost multilateral efforts on climate change, and was consequently perceived as a global leader. In order to reduce domestic GHG emissions, he introduced a series of policies, including a national emissions trading scheme and the Climate Change Levy (CCL). Under Blair, the UK was also a critical player in the development and adoption of the EU ETS. However, the aggregate effect of these policies is less than from that from gas substitution for coal in electricity generation, which was pursued for non-environmental reasons. The Blair government also published an Energy White Paper report in 2003 which outlined how the UK planned to redefine itself as a low-carbon economy, and commissioned the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change (Stern Review).

On June 27, 2007 Gordon Brown (2007–2010) replaced Tony Blair and implemented various climate change policies, including indexing the CCL to inflation. In 2008, the Climate Change Act (first introduced in 2005) came into effect, instituting the world's first legally binding reduction targets of 80% of 1990 levels by 2050.

In 2008, the Climate Change Act (first introduced in 2005) came into effect, instituting the world's first legally binding reduction targets of 80% of 1990 levels by 2050.
The role of the opposition and of a key non-governmental organization in moving the UK forward on climate change policy should also be noted. The current Prime Minister, David Cameron, embraced the environment as his “signature” issue while in opposition, especially in his first years as party leader (2005–2007) to position the Conservatives as a “green” party. Cameron was also a supporter of the Friends of the Earth’s “Big Ask” campaign, which mobilized thousands of citizens to pressure the UK government to pass the Climate Change Act (2008).

In the 2010 election, climate change was not a major issue, because all three party platforms had similar positions. As shown in table 1, by 2010, voters were split on which party is the strongest on the environment.

Table 1: Which Party is Best on the Environment/Climate Change? (%) (2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSERVATIVES</th>
<th>LABOR</th>
<th>LIBERAL DEMOCRATS</th>
<th>QUESTION</th>
<th>POLLSTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept 2004</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Ipsos-Mori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 2006</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Ipsos-Mori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2006</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Global warming</td>
<td>YouGov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 2007</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>YouGov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 2007</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Ipsos-Mori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2008</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>Populus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 2008</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Ipsos-Mori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 2010</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>ICM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


David Cameron became Prime Minister in 2010 after he formed a coalition government with the Liberal Democrats. The recession and austerity has created tension within the government about climate change policy design and implementation, and Cameron has been accused of not meeting his pledge to be the “greenest government ever”.

Current Status of Climate Change Policy and Legislation

Table 2 summarizes the climate change policies the UK has adopted since 2000. After the table, the success of the policies is briefly examined.

### Table 2: A Timeline of UK Climate Change Policies and Legislation (2000–2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>POLICY DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td><strong>Climate Change Programme</strong> This report set out policies and priorities for action both in the UK and internationally. Updated in 2006, the policies are supposed to reduce CO₂ emissions by 15–18% below 1990 levels by 2010 and overall GHG emissions by 23–25%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td><strong>The Climate Change Levy (CCL)</strong> Introduced on April 1st, effectively replacing the Fossil Fuel Levy. It is a downstream tax on non-domestic energy use by industry and the public sector, designed to incentivise energy efficiency and emission reductions, with part of the revenue being used to reduce National Insurance contributions. Energy-intensive firms can receive up to an 80% discount if they join a Climate Change Agreement (CCA), which requires meeting energy efficiency or carbon-savings targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td><strong>The Renewables Obligation (RO)</strong> The RO requires electricity end-suppliers to purchase a certain fraction of their annual electricity supply from producers using specific renewable technologies, and they receive tradable Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) for doing so. The supplier can also 'buy out' the obligation by paying a set price per MWh. The buy-out revenue is recycled to participating suppliers in proportion to their ROCs. The RO replaced and modified the Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td><strong>UK ETS (now part of the EU ETS)</strong> Participation in the UK ETS scheme was voluntary and incentivised with three separate methods of participation – cap and trade, conversion of energy efficiency gains (for those with Negotiated Agreements), and specific emission reduction projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td><strong>The Energy Efficiency Commitment (EEC)</strong> Requires energy suppliers to achieve 62TWh of savings over the period to 2005 through assisting the implementation of home energy efficiency improvements, equivalent to a reduction in domestic emissions of approximately 1%. The second phase of EEC (2005–2008) raised the total savings required to 130TWh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td><strong>European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)</strong> The UK Emissions Trading Scheme closed in 2006 and was replaced by the EU ETS that aims at ensuring compliance with the Kyoto obligations. Under the EU system, member states proposed National Allocation Plans (NAPs) to the European Commission, allocating a set proportion of a country’s total 2008–2012 emission budget to sectors covered by the scheme; tradable quotas were then divided among firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td><strong>Climate Change Act</strong> This Act set a legally binding target of 80% reductions in emissions from 1990 to 2050. A medium-term target of a 34% reduction by 2020 was also adopted, with the promise of a further tightening in the event of a global deal on climate change. To achieve these targets, the Act established the principle of five-year carbon budgets. The first three budgets were set in 2009 and cover 2008–12, 2013–17 and 2018–22. The fourth budget, 2023–2027, was legislated in June 2011. Contributions from the use of carbon trading and offsets will be allowed. The Government must submit its policies to meet these budgets to Parliament, as it did in the Low-Carbon Transition Plan of July 2009, which set out policies to cut emissions across the power and heavy industry sector; the transport sector; in homes and communities, workplaces and jobs; in agriculture; and in land use and waste management. The Act also requires the government to include aviation and shipping emissions, or provide an explanation why not, by the end of 2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td><strong>Planning Act</strong> This Act applies broadly in England and has some significant effects in Wales though is of limited or no application in Scotland or Northern Ireland. It was designed to establish a decision-making framework for nationally significant infrastructure projects by allowing Ministers to set national policy statements for infrastructure. In drawing up national policy statements, Ministers are duty bound to contribute to sustainable development and to carry out an appraisal of their policy’s sustainability. An independent Infrastructure Planning Commission was established under this Act to conduct planning inquiries into infrastructure projects, to deal with some of the challenges of NIMBYism faced by low-carbon energy infrastructure developers in dealing with local council planning approval. The coalition government abolished the Infrastructure Planning Commission with the promulgation of the Localism Act 2011 which transfers its functions to the Planning Inspectorate. A national infrastructure directorate will be formed within the Planning Inspectorate to examine applications for nationally significant infrastructure projects and make recommendations to the Secretary of State, who will be the decision-maker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td><strong>The Code for Sustainable Homes</strong> Establishes minimum performance standards for the design and construction of homes and covers energy, water, materials and waste. From 2008 all new homes must be rated against the Code and government-funded social housing (from 2010) must comply with its Level 3, which requires a 25% improvement in energy efficiency compared with 2006 regulations. Also relevant for new buildings are the Building Regulations Part L that set energy efficiency standards for all new homes in England and Wales. Although building regulations have existed in the UK since the 17th century, energy efficiency standards first appeared in building regulations in 1995.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td><strong>Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT)</strong> This scheme replaced the Energy Efficiency Commitment, with a greater focus on more substantial and robust household energy saving measures such as insulation, and a component targeted at those most vulnerable to fuel poverty. The total lifetime savings required from energy suppliers over the duration of the scheme until 2012 is 293 million tonnes CO₂.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td><strong>Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RFTO)</strong> Administered by the Renewable Fuels Agency and requires suppliers of fossil fuels to ensure that a specified percentage of UK road fuel supply is from renewable fuels. The target for 2010–2011 is 5% of fuels by volume. Suppliers may buy out their obligation for 30 pence/litre. The obligation also requires companies to submit reports on the carbon content and sustainability of the biofuels used.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Complementary/Sectoral Policies

### YEAR | POLICY | DETAILS
--- | --- | ---
2008 | Energy Performance Certificates (EPS) | Required whenever a building is built, sold or rented out. The certificate provides 'A' to 'G' ratings for the building, with 'A' being the most energy efficient and 'G' being the least. The current average score for the UK is around a D. From 2012 the EU Energy Performance of Buildings Directive will also require all home sale advertisements to have an Energy Efficiency Rating.

2009 | Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) | Established to complement CERT, this scheme achieves aims of both carbon reduction and addressing fuel poverty by requiring energy suppliers to achieve 19.25 million tonnes CO₂ lifetime savings in the most deprived areas of England, Scotland and Wales, promoting area-based and whole-house approaches to energy efficiency improvements.

2010 | Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme (CRC EES) | Established under the Climate Change Act, the scheme covers emissions by firms and public bodies not already subject to the EU ETS or substantially covered by other agreements. It comprises reporting requirements and a carbon levy. The CRC EES is complemented by several other policies to promote energy efficiency in residential buildings. In the 2012 Budget the Chancellor signalled his intention to replace this policy with a simpler green tax system if the current scheme cannot be simplified within six months.

2010 | Feed-In Tariffs (FITs) | From April 2010, the government has offered FITs for small-scale low-carbon electricity generated by households, businesses and communities. Additional payment is provided for electricity fed into the grid. FIT rates vary according to technology, will last from 10 to 25 years, and are adjusted for inflation. A pilot scheme for micro combined heat and power plants has also been launched.

2010 | Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) Demonstration Project | The government announced £1 billion of capital funding for the first full-scale CCS demonstration project in the UK. The government has also committed to a further three demonstration projects on gas- and coal-fired power stations.

2011 | Carbon Plan | The Carbon Plan is a government-wide carbon reduction plan, including domestic and international emissions. It sets out a vision, plan and timetable for achieving the United Kingdom’s first four carbon budgets (to 2027), on a pathway consistent with meeting the 2050 target department by department. The Carbon Plan replaced the Labour government’s Low Carbon Transition Plan (2009) which included a pilot-project of Departmental Carbon Budgets to help meet the carbon budgets required to be set by the Climate Change Act. These Departmental Carbon Budgets required reductions in departmental carbon footprints and reducing emissions for the sectors which these Departments oversee. This approach promotes a whole-of-government approach to climate change.

2011 | Renewables Roadmap | The Renewables Roadmap sets out a comprehensive action plan to accelerate the UK’s deployment and use of renewable energy to put the country on the path to achieve its 2020 target set by the EU.

2011 | Energy Market Reform | A White Paper was published which sets out key measures to attract investment, reduce the impact on consumer bills, and create a secure mix of electricity sources including gas, new nuclear, renewables, and carbon capture and storage. These include: (1) a carbon floor price for the EU Emissions Trading Scheme; (2) long-term contracts for low carbon generation through a “contract for difference” feed-in tariff; (3) additional payments to encourage the construction of reserve plants or demand reduction measures; and (4) an emissions performance standard that will reinforce the existing requirement that no new coal-fired station is built without carbon capture and storage.

2012 | Green Investment Bank (GIB) | A GIB to unlock finance for the transition to low-carbon growth will commence operations during the latter half of 2012. The Spring 2011 Budget committed £3 billion in funding, with borrowing powers available from 2015–16 (conditional on government deficit reduction targets being met).

2012 | Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) | Will provide long-term financial support across a wide range of renewable heat installations installed after 15 July 2009. It will initially provide long-term tariff support in non-domestic sectors. Limited support for households, capped at £15 million, will be available through Renewable Heat Premium Payments. In the second phase, which will commence in late 2012 to coincide with the introduction of the ‘Green Deal’, households will become eligible for long-term tariff support.

2012 | The Energy Act | The Act creates a new financing framework to enable the provision of fixed improvements to the energy efficiency of households and non-domestic properties, funded by a charge on energy bills that avoids the need for consumers to pay upfront costs. It lays the legal framework for the Green Deal (to be launched in Fall 2012), which aims to retrofit 14 million homes in the UK to make them more energy efficient.

2012 | National Planning Framework | The National Planning Policy Framework sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied. It promotes sustainable development and contains major elements requiring consideration of climate change mitigation and adaptation in local planning.

The UK is addressing climate change with a suite of policies that address the multiple market-failures which make the transition to a low-carbon economy so challenging. For example, suboptimal levels of research and development are targeted by government support for Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), imperfections in capital market allocations are being addressed through the creation of the Green Investment Bank, while network externalities are being supported through electricity market reforms and major investments in public transportation such as Crossrail and High Speed 2.

Supporting this suite of policies is a world class enabling legislative and institutional framework. The UK has one of the world’s most aggressive legislated climate change targets, which is enshrined in law in the Climate Change Act (2008). Its long-term target is to be achieved through the use of 5 year carbon budgets, which are set well in advance with the advice of the Climate Change Committee, a team of experts at arm’s-length from the government. These highly visible emissions targets, like inflation targets, serve to create a sense of accountability, credibility and commitment. The legislative basis of UK carbon budgets provides consistency and allows the government to implement a plan with a timeline longer than typical political cycles. At the same time, a new government department, DECC, was created to ensure better policy integration and a stronger voice at the cabinet table.

The UK has also developed systems for reducing the carbon footprint of government and disciplining departments into considering the carbon implications of their policies to ensure the UK meets its legislated carbon budgets. The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan required departmental carbon budgets for every central government department. For departments that influence emissions beyond their public sector operations, their Carbon Reduction Delivery Plans were required to include a suite of indicators to monitor progress in relevant sectors of the economy. The coalition government replaced this system with a new framework focused on ensuring that, collectively, the sum of the policies and enabling
actions to reduce emissions are sufficient to meet the legislated carbon budgets and that they are successfully implemented by holding departments to account for their actions and policy delivery.\textsuperscript{54}

The policies, institutions, governance mechanisms and infrastructure are aimed at creating an investment climate that promotes change. Nevertheless, the UK has faced challenges in deploying these multiple suite of policies to achieve the desired change.

Despite the existence and efforts of the DECC, where the government has perhaps been less successful is in implementation and in coordination of the suite of climate policies. An independent assessment of the UK government’s progress towards its goals suggests that the implementation of some of the government’s policies is not going smoothly. In particular, the assessment states that the Green Deal, which is the umbrella program for improving energy efficiency in buildings, has not been able to develop the necessary financial incentives due to poor policy design and lack of cross-departmental coordination.\textsuperscript{55} It singles out the UK Treasury for making poor progress on some of the initiatives under its responsibility, including the limits placed on the borrowing ability of the Green Investment Bank.\textsuperscript{56} A recent analysis found that while the policies will deliver lasting carbon reductions, there is indeed a mismatch where the targets set for the third and the fourth five-year carbon budgets are likely to be missed.\textsuperscript{57} Questions have also been raised about whether the policies should be simplified and streamlined, because the business community is faced with compliance challenges inherent to multiple overlapping policies.\textsuperscript{58}

Nevertheless, early evidence shows that the UK’s climate change policies have not made its industries less competitive. A recent study showed that the CCL did not result in job losses or facility relocation abroad in the manufacturing sector, but did result in significant decreases in energy use.\textsuperscript{59} It also showed that the CCL was more effective than the Climate Change Agreements in achieving its stated outcomes (e.g. decreases in energy use).\textsuperscript{60}


\textsuperscript{56} Ibid.
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Drivers Enabling the Transition to a Low-Carbon Economy

This section examines the political, social and economic drivers that have facilitated the UK’s transition to a low-carbon economy. Where relevant, these drivers are compared to the Canadian experience.

Political Drivers

While the UK and Canada have similar political and party systems, there are significant political drivers in the UK that help explain the differences in climate policy. The political drivers in the UK can be categorized as follows: bi-partisan leadership, the state, external pressures and recent reforms.

Bi-Partisan Leadership

The UK has demonstrated leadership on climate change for many decades. As mentioned in the timeline section above, Margaret Thatcher helped bring the issue to the world’s attention as Prime Minister and established the Met Office Hadley Centre. Subsequent Prime Ministers also played important roles. Under Tony Blair, the Stern Review was published and a national emissions trading scheme was established which served as a model for the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). Gordon Brown legislated the Climate Change Act and developed long term plans for meeting mitigation targets. David Cameron modernized the Conservative Party and its ideological basis to embrace major aspects of the green agenda. His coalition government has built on the progress of predecessors with robust policies for electricity market reform, and has strengthened the incentive structures for decarbonising the economy. A political consensus can now be said to exist among the three major parties recognizing that climate change is real and the UK must be a global leader in setting and meeting ambitious mitigation targets.

The State

The UK’s centralized political structure facilitates climate change and energy policy coordination. This contrasts with the policy fragmentation resulting from Canada’s decentralized federal system. In the UK, Westminster is responsible for the Kyoto targets and the associated programs; however, many of the climate change policies are devolved, albeit asymmetrically, to the Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish assemblies. For example,
Scotland has adopted more ambitious targets than the UK as a whole.63 Owing to the population asymmetry between UK jurisdictions, even with more significant devolution, climate change and energy policy will likely remain the purview of the central government in London. This unitary structure for climate change policy has enabled the development of a strong central government and department (DECC and predecessors), with the responsibility and capacity to implement climate change and energy policies across the UK. The equivalent would not be possible in Canada without the agreement and institutional support of provincial governments. Canada’s decentralized federalism, where energy and natural resources are primarily provincial jurisdiction, has impeded the development of an integrated national energy and climate strategy.64 The strong institutional legacy of a unitary UK and long history of energy policy experimentation ranging from nationalization to privatization facilitates centralized integration of climate change and energy policy in the UK.65

External Pressures

External supranational pressure from the EU has driven significant UK climate change policy reform ambition. Although the UK and other large member States (France, Germany) catalyzed a robust EU role on climate change, the recent ambition of the EU Climate Change and Energy Package, which set a highly constrained legal policy framework, has focused the minds of policy-makers in the UK.66 The EU’s 20–20–20 program, launched in January 2008, seeks to achieve the following goals by 2020: (1) 20% GHG reductions according to 1990 levels (this is the EU’s Copenhagen target); (2) source 20% of its energy from renewables; and (3) achieve a 20% improvement in energy efficiency.67 The EU, which is on track to meet its 2020 GHG target, may also commit to a 30% GHG reduction by 2020 and has proposed an 80% GHG reduction target by 2050 compared to 1990 levels.68 The UK’s renewable energy target for this program is very ambitious: at 15%, it will require significant investment to meet this target given that its current level of renewable electricity use is 9%.69 To meet the UK’s 2050 GHG targets, the Committee on Climate Change has recommended that the power sector be close to zero-carbon by 2030.70

In addition to specific EU climate policy, the convergence of the following three factors has accelerated UK climate policy: (1) the life-cycle of many existing nuclear facilities (only
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68 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, A Roadmap for moving to a competitive low carbon economy in 2050, Brussels, OJK(2011) 112/4 Provisional Text.
one will be operational in 2023); (2) the EU Large Combustion Plant Directive,\textsuperscript{71} which will force the coal and oil power stations to close because of strict limits on oxides of sulphur and nitrogen; and (3) depleting North Sea oil and gas reserves.\textsuperscript{72} These external pressures operate in a national context where energy supply is the largest source of GHG emissions (see Figure 1 above).\textsuperscript{73}

The imperative of UK energy security of supply has coincided with ambition on climate change and driven the integration of both policies. The Energy White Paper predicts a 30–35GW supply gap in the next 15–20 years; other commentators suggest the supply gap may be closer to 110GW to balance the system in the presence of intermittent wind generation.\textsuperscript{74} Ofgem, the UK energy regulator, predicts that a £200 billion investment will be required over the next 10 years for the UK to meet its commitments, and DECC has indicated that a doubling of current investment is required.\textsuperscript{75} The government announced a significant reform of its electricity market and plans on introducing supporting legislation to meet the ambitious EU renewable and GHG mitigation targets.\textsuperscript{76}

In Canada, external pressure is largely a function of various commitments in international fora (mostly UNFCCC, but also G8/G20), and the desire to harmonize Canadian climate policy with the US to avoid perceived competitiveness concerns.

Recent Reforms

Three major recent legislative and institutional reforms have further driven climate change policy in the UK: (1) promulgation of the \textit{Climate Change Act}; (2) establishing the Committee on Climate Change; and (3) establishing the Department of Energy and Climate Change. These reforms have made it significantly harder to reverse ambitious climate change policy targets and further driven roadmaps that outline a long term trajectory for emissions mitigation in the UK such as the \textit{Low Carbon Transition Plan} and the \textit{Carbon Plan}.\textsuperscript{77}

Under the \textit{Climate Change Act}, the Secretary of State is obligated to ensure that the UK meets its carbon budgets, and must report to parliament how any shortfalls will be managed.\textsuperscript{78} Although the duty-based approach is, according to one commentator, more


suggestive of ‘best endeavours’ than a legally enforceable regime, this legislation does promote policy credibility and commitment.79

Advisory, consultative and review bodies play an important role in depoliticizing the debate over climate change in the UK. They also provide an informational role for building consensus among the population. The UK Committee on Climate Change is a good example. It is an influential advisory body that provides independent objective advice on how to meet the UK’s GHG targets and recommends carbon budgets which the government then legislates. The Climate Change Act empowers the Committee on Climate Change with a crucial role in recommending national carbon targets, departmental and sectoral carbon budgets and in monitoring compliance. However, the Committee on Climate Change does not have executive powers or duties to ensure implementation and delivery. Instead, its power is limited to introducing a formal level of independent expertise in decision-making and wide-ranging powers of statutory scrutiny and reporting that have made it very influential. Indeed, its recommendation for an ambitious 2027 target was legislated despite opposition from powerful interest groups and government departments.80

DECC, created in October 2008, merged the energy divisions from the Department of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform with the Office of Climate Change, which was located in the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. DECC is responsible for all aspects of UK energy policy, and for tackling global climate change on behalf of the UK.81 The department was created to address the UK’s increasing energy security of supply concerns and the escalating significance of climate change in light of the critical phase of international agreements. It was also intended that by merging the two functions, the economic analysis expertise held with the energy divisions could strengthen the work on the climate change side and ensure that the new department ‘cut[s] ice’ with the Treasury.82 Since its creation, powerful Ministers have been assigned to DECC.

In Canada, beyond the constitutional division of power challenges outlined above, departmental divisions between Environment Canada and Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) further frustrate policy coherence on climate change. This dynamic may partly explain why a coherent integrated federal energy and climate change strategy has not emerged. NRCan views its role as promoting oil sands development – a resource expected to generate $123 billion (CAD) in total revenues for various levels of governments in Canada during the next 20 years; 41% of this will
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The DECC was created precisely to ensure the UK government undertakes coordinated action on climate change that is integrated, rather than competing, with energy policy.

Social Drivers

While the UK and Canada share a common historical, cultural and social heritage there are significant differences that may provide insight into the divergent strength of their national climate change policies. These differences can be explained in part by the small island geography and high population density of the UK as well as the depth of research, networks and awareness driven by the Stern Review. A retrospective examination of the factors that were important in getting the Climate Change Act (2008) passed identified the Friends of the Earth campaign and the Stern Review, among others, as the most important factors.\footnote{Institute for Government, 2010. Climate Change Bill policy reunion, http://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/pdfs/IfG_policymaking_casestudy_climate_change.pdf. p. 18} The desire of the UK to be a leader on climate policy, both within the EU and internationally, was also significant.\footnote{Ibid.}

Geography

Britons live on a ‘crowded island’ in densely populated cities and rely heavily on public inter-city and intra-city transportation. The UK population is also projected to grow from 62.3 million to 73.2 million by 2035, which presents significant transportation and housing pressures, particularly in London.\footnote{Office of National Statistics, 2011. 2010-based national population projections - principal projection and key variants, London, ONS.} Britons tend to live in older, poorly insulated housing that is expensive to retrofit and which is a significant source of emissions, compared to Canadian housing stock which is newer and has a shorter life-cycle.\footnote{Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, 2006. Household Energy Efficiency, London, UK Parliament.}

The emissions profiles of Canada and the UK demonstrate national geographical differences. For example, residential emissions are relatively larger in the UK than in Canada. Canada faces significant decarbonisation challenges because its electricity generation system is already 75% low-carbon, as a result of its hydro-electric endowments. This contrasts with the UK, where decarbonising the electricity system is less costly and disruptive than reducing transportation emissions in Canada. This is because reducing these emissions requires redesigning metropolitan areas, transportation systems and increasing fuel costs to change densification and transportation patterns. The scale of behavioural, societal change required to transition towards a low-carbon society and is therefore likely to be lower in the UK than in Canada.\footnote{Macaluso, Nick, 2009. “A Canadian Perspective on the Use of CGE Analysis for Assessing Comparable Effort: Workshop on Mitigation Potential/Comparable Efforts” Environment Canada presentation in Bonn Germany March 23–24, 2009.}
Other significant social differences between Canada and the UK may also be explained by geography. In the UK, a strong green movement has evolved largely in response to local environmental challenges that span decades, from the movement to reduce pollution from large scale and domestic coal-fired generation in post-war London to the successful pressure to stop a third runway and expansion of Heathrow airport. The critical step to reduce GHGs in the UK will be decarbonising the electricity system which (especially coal) has significant local environmental impacts and is conveniently in the national self-interest due to depleting hydrocarbon reserves. For Canada, the critical step (in addition to decarbonising transportation) will be reducing or offsetting oil sands emissions growth, which is an increasingly significant source of Canada’s GHG emissions, as well as government revenue. The significant local environmental impacts of resource development (such as the oil sands) in Canada often occur thousands of kilometres from major population centres, unlike in the UK.

The Stern Review

The Stern Review provided a national expert statement that crystallized the national elites’ opinion around the ability and desirability of UK continuing to provide global leadership on climate change. Although, the Stern Review’s primary focus was an economic analysis of climate change on the global economy (unlike the Garnaut Review in Australia, which focused on Australia only), it was commissioned by the UK Treasury and certain sections of the review did address challenges and opportunities for the UK economy. The Stern Review was critical to making the UK Treasury agree to long term action, and it precipitated many of the political drivers and policy initiatives discussed above. It was a turning point, not only in the UK, but especially internationally in terms of capturing the attention of political and corporate leaders.

The UK has a highly globalized economy and its economic success is dependent on future global stability. This is particularly the case for the financial sector which is the world’s largest and most globalized. London is also considered the world’s insurance and re-insurance centre, an industry particularly exposed to climate change. The Stern Review provided a catalyst for understanding indirect global risks to the UK economy. It also


94 The Economist, January 7 2012. Save the City: Britain is the home of the world’s capital or capital but no longer prizes it: That is a mistake, http://www.economist.com/node/21542417.

considered direct impacts and the need for a country-wide risk assessment for adaptation which was enshrined in the Climate Change Act.96 A number of tools have been deployed for businesses and communities to understand the impacts of climate change. These are delivered by the Environment Agency and the UK Climate Impacts Program.97 The catalytic effect of the Stern Review in deploying tools and policies that enhance informational awareness and create clusters of climate change expertise (on impacts and opportunities) in governments, firms and universities may in part explain why a 2011 report found that Europeans fear climate change more than financial turmoil.98

In Canada, there has been no equivalent economic analysis of climate change mandated by government on the scale of either the Garnaut Review or the Stern Review. Recently, the Canadian National Round Table on the Environment and Economy has produced strong reports on the economic impacts and opportunities of climate change as well as a recent report on the costs of adapting to climate change; however the funding for this institution was removed in the 2012 Federal Budget.99 Despite the fact that climate change impacts will be significant for Canada, these reports have not captured the imagination of the Canadian public on a scale needed to prompt social and political change.

**Economic Drivers**

Economic drivers may be the most powerful forces explaining the divergence in UK and Canadian climate policy. These drivers can be categorized as follows: oil and gas industry; financial interest-group power; and green growth/rebalancing the economy.

**Oil and Gas Industry**

The UK has a declining oil and gas industry while Canada is currently experiencing an oil and gas boom. A profound shift in the UK economy occurred in the 1980s with economic and political reforms that catalyzed an existing trend away from manufacturing and heavy industry to a service-based economy driven primarily by financial services in the South-East of England. During this period, the UK also developed its North-Sea oil and gas industry, which provided a new source of energy and income to power its electricity system, and resulted in the closing of many coal-fired power plants. This shift to gas is the primary reason the UK has met its Kyoto targets.100 However, the UK has recently become a net oil and gas importer, and there are major concerns about its
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97 See generally: UK Climate Change Impacts Program: available on the internet at http://www.ukcip.org.uk/
energy security. During this same period, technological innovations and high oil prices have made Canada’s oil sands economically viable. Environment Canada predicts that oil sands operations could account for 44% of the increase in Canada’s GHG emissions from 2006 to 2020, making it the largest single contributor to Canada’s medium-term emissions growth.101

Financial Interest-Group Power
The economic interests at stake for employees, companies and governments in the development of Canada’s oil sands is in stark contrast with the UK financial sector’s interest in maintaining its first-mover advantage and lead as the center for the global carbon market and low-carbon financial services.102 There is now a powerful political constituency in favour of maintaining and strengthening carbon market instruments such as the EU ETS. This divergence with Canada may result from the fact that Canada is increasing oil and gas extraction; whereas the UK’s oil and gas sector is declining in importance, despite London being a headquarters for major oil companies. Moreover, large oil companies headquartered in the UK such as BP and Shell have generally been supporters of climate change policy.103 The EU ETS has been effective in turning opponents into allies by allocating free permits, which resulted in windfall profits for many participants, and more recently by ring fencing auctioning proceeds for renewable energy projects.104

Green Growth and Rebalancing the Economy
In 2007–08, the global market value of low-carbon goods and services (LCEGS) was £3,046 billion; the UK had the sixth largest low-carbon and environmental economy, with 3.5% of the global share, worth £107 billion.105 Because of the recent financial crisis’ economic impact and the desire to rebalance the economy away from financial services and revitalize the UK’s manufacturing sector, there is a strong argument being made that the “green economy” and “green growth” can be part of the remedy for the UK’s current economic challenges.106 In fact, the momentum supporting the UK’s “nuclear renaissance” and high-speed rail development is as much about jobs and economic growth as it is about meeting climate change targets.107 The former Secretary for DECC, Chris Huhne,

outlined the coalition government’s vision and policy toolkit for encouraging the low carbon goods and services sector in a major speech to the Corporate Leaders Group in July 2011. He stated that:

“We need a vibrant, new economy. One that is resource-efficient. That saves money. That boosts productivity. Where British innovation and research can deliver new success in engineering and manufacturing. With dynamic low-carbon markets driving the products and processes that will build the future […] Delinking carbon and growth is the biggest structural shift in the global economy for decades. The most important since the information revolution. And we are doing it. In Britain, we have grown by 48% since 1990. But our carbon emissions have fallen by 28%. We are already showing the way. The future will be about green growth.”

The Canadian narrative is remarkably different. In recent years, the driving force of the Canadian economy, particularly exports, has shifted from manufacturing to natural resource extraction, and oil and gas in particular. The demand for natural resources has contributed to an increase in GHG emissions and the value of the Canadian dollar, which poses increasing challenges to the competitiveness of Canada’s manufacturing sector in the absence of productivity and innovation gains.

Because of the recent financial crisis’ economic impact and the desire to rebalance the economy away from financial services and revitalize the UK’s manufacturing sector, there is a strong argument being made that the “green economy” and “green growth” can be part of the remedy for the UK’s current economic challenges.
Implications for Policy-Makers: Lessons for Canada

The UK did many things right with regards to the implementation of its climate change mitigation and adaptation policies, which can provide lessons for Canada’s climate policy. At the same time, Canada can also learn from the UK’s mistakes, including the lack of a common carbon price across the whole economy and its lack of attention to low-carbon research and development. It is important to note that many of the suggestions below can be a catalyst for the necessary social and economic actors to deploy their efforts to decarbonise the Canadian economy, not just for government action. The following elements should be closely examined by Canadian decision-makers:

1. Long-term low-carbon transition plan: The UK has created a long-term comprehensive plan for decarbonising its economy.

2. Suite of policies: A price on carbon is efficient and effective, but needs to be supported by other policies to overcome the multiple market failures that are barriers to decarbonising the economy, as has been done in the UK.\(^\text{110}\)

3. Short-term targets: The five year carbon budgets provide a focal point for short-term efforts towards the longer-term target, and make the achievement of the long-term target more likely. Departmental Carbon Budgets can also provide significant discipline and incentives for departments to manage their departmental and sectoral carbon, which enables a whole-of-government approach to climate change.

4. Legal framework: The *Climate Change Act* legislates targets and provides accountability, credibility and commitment to act over the long-term and reduce policy risk for private actors.\(^\text{111}\)

5. Coordinating body/department: The DECC is the leading agency on climate change and is the central coordinating body for all policies and initiatives, which helps move the agenda forward with consistency and creates a strong voice at cabinet.

6. Independent advisory body: The Committee on Climate Change plays a crucial role in setting national carbon targets and sectoral carbon budgets, and in recommending decarbonisation pathways and assessing progress. This body is also an influential source of information of the impacts of climate change and national adaptation strategies.


\(^{111}\) Ibid.
7. **Green Investment Bank**: The GIB addresses the imperfections in risk and capital markets because it reduces policy risk as a public long-term investment bank. It leads to the development of banking and sectoral skills sets in new areas, has special convening powers and strong networks, and has a capital structure that allows it to take a long-term view.

8. **Economic review of climate change**: The *Stern Review* served to legitimize climate change as an economic risk within the corporate and financial communities, because it highlighted the economic costs and benefits.